
How to survive the zombie apocalypse: A little preparation can help you survive the 
zombie apocalypse   

 

First let me start of by asking you how do YOU think you can survive the zombie 
apocalypse? Maybe by using weapons? maybe by killing to survive? Well maybe after 
reading this you’ll change your mind  
 

Base on the latest research scientist believe that there is no in between humans and 
zombie, meaning There can't be both human and zombie. 
 

A Canadian mathematician- Robert j. Smith choose a tongue-and-cheek scenario, the 
math is important as zombies likeness to the way viruses spread in the real world 
makes them interesting subjects for theoretical analysis of viruses epidemics.   
The mathematical Canadian did an equation base on what he thinks could happen. In 
his zombie apocalypse equation - (bN)(S/N)Z = bSZ - where N represents the total 
population, S is the number of people susceptible to zombie attacks, Z is the number of 
zombies and b is the likelihood of transmission, the model shows that people would 
quickly become zombies. 
 

As we all know zombies have no control over themselves and obviously can't control 
their actions, which would probably lead to most of you to think that they would go crazy 
on you and your not wrong expected for the fact that by the time the zombies get to us 
the world would already be taken over by them and we could not peacefully co-exist or 
overcome the zombie infection. However there is no altered universe where both human 
and zombies would survive humanity.  
 

In conclusion of this essay we could never be peaceful with monsters around.  We 
should all care about this topic because one day this could happen and we will have to 
be ready to face it, this topic is important to me because I believe we could change this 
fate and fight back, this is initial the world because not only could humanity go extinct 
but too can we look like the movies and have weapons and be awesome! Jk but I'm 
seriously, look out. 
 
 Oh my god there's a zombie behind you!!! Got you.  

 


